Executive Coaching

Communication,
Leadership &
Performance
Advancing successful leaders to higher levels of personal
influence, impact, and inspiration is our focus.

With Mike Acker’s Executive Coaching, you’ll save
yourself years of trial and error as you encounter
the framework for confidence in communication,
world-class leadership tactics, accountability, and
performance strategies. You’ll learn it’s never a
lack of resources that’s holding you back, but a
lack of awareness, trusted feedback,
and the right strategic plan.
You will discover with Mike Acker as your private executive coach
how to shatter your past performance levels and take your mindset,
productivity, communication, leadership, and results to an entirely
new level of the elite and world-class.
Through our leadership coaching engagement, you will:
•

Discover clarity around your professional goals and desired
actions through extensive pre-work

•
•

Create a complete life plan in uncertain times
Prioritize your MVP’s through time mastery and essential tactics

•

Achieve balance and fullness in your health and fitness goals
through world-class strategies

•

Improve your communication for work, relationships, and allaround life

•

Find profound fulfillment and take significant steps towards
your legacy

•

Identify strengths and two developing skills for more effective
impact and influence

•

Eliminate fears around speaking and presenting

•

Incorporate Emotional Intelligence into your leadership,
speaking, and life

Meet your Executive Coach,

Mike Acker

During challenging and
uncertain times, coaching
provides an edge to
stay sharp, focused, and
inspired.
Leverage one-on-one
coaching with Mike Acker,
who first excelled as a
director, consultant, and
executive. Now he writes,
speaks, and coaches toplevel leaders from the
US military, international
corporations, successful
startups, medical
professionals, and others.

Book a Discovery Call
www.mikeacker.com

Package Details
Pre-work: Start your work with an in-depth look at your drivers,
coaching preference, and initial 30-day goals.
Complimentary Books: Mike Acker is the 5th highest ranked
communication author. As part of signing up for executive coaching,
receive leadership and communication books along with workbooks
written by Mike Acker.
Strategic Modules: In working with Mike, you have access to flexible
yet planned strategies. Throughout the coaching relationship, you
have access to work on modules such as: living by design - not default,
quarterly SMART goals, overcoming obstacles and limitations, strength
and weaknesses, feedback loops, the 3 R’s of motivation, life mapping
extraordinary goals, kick@ss productivity, executive presence, decisionmaking matrix, and more.
Initial Onsite: Zoom conferencing allows premier coaching to happen
around the world from the convenience of our offices. However, there is
value in starting the coaching with an onsite. Included in the contract,
Mike Acker performs a safe trip to the nearest continental metropolitan
area. This half-day chunks time together to kickoff coaching with a
significant boost to accelerate leadership and communication.
One Monthly Zoom: Working with Mike, you can schedule out calls
several months ahead, with the flexibility to adjust to your changing
calendar as the session approaches.
The Public Speaking School: Access to Mike Acker’s online
communication course: The Public Speaking School. Since its online
debut, participants have raved at the confidence they build through the
program.
Two Monthly Zoom Sessions: As more frequently visiting the gym
speeds up physical fitness, more coaching sessions accelerate leaders’
performance. Instead of just one call per month, opt in to schedule two
calls per month.
360º Assessment: Invite Mike to evaluate your leadership and
communication by surveying and speaking with core people in your life.
Mid-Point Onsite: After three months of coaching, meet for a second
half-day to work on Executive Presence, Signature Talks, and increasing
influence by creating new platforms.
Trusted Advisor: Sometimes life can’t wait until the next scheduled
session. In periods of rapid change and essential decisions, have
quick contact with Mike by text or call for on-demand and in-themoment coaching. Ideal when you need a trusted expert for third-party
feedback or just someone to listen and understand.

www.mikeacker.com
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